
Dishwasher Metos WD-6+DD 440/3PE/60 Marine

Product information
 

SKU 4246077
Product name Dishwasher Metos WD-6+DD 440/3PE/60 Marine
Dimensions 600/695 × 657/700 × 1430/1880 mm
Weight 93,000 kg
Technical information 440 V, 9,75 kW, 3PE, 60 Hz HW: 1/2" Drain: ø 50

mm
 

Description

hoodtype of dishwasher
noise and heat insulated
electronic control
three washing cycles. Possibility to programme washing
and rinsing times as well as rinsing temperatures. This makes
it possible to have e.g. an own programme for fine porcelain
having a lower rinse temperature
hygiene warranty: machine indicates too low temperatures
and continues washing if rinsing temperature is too low
good rinsing result is always secured: machine controls
the rinse water flow and it indicates too low a flow to the user
easy to use: machine warns of a closed tap and of a
misplaced overflow tube
digital control panel shows the daily and total amount of
washed racks: it also displays the programme, temperatures
and washing time remaining
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easy to keep clean: automatical cleaning programme
unique hood prevents the steam from evacuating against
the face of the user when the hood is opened
wash arm empties it self from washing water when rinsing starts,
this quarantees a sparkling rinsing result
washing arms are self cleaning
rack size 500 x 500 mm
washing cycle starts when the hood is closed
tank volume 50 l
Standard equipment:
rinse aid dispenser
plate rack
cup rack
utensil rack
detergent dispenser for liquid detergent
Extra equipment:
water connection pipe with stop cock, non-return and
vacuum valves
steam hood which is connected to the machine: steam
is released to the ventilation channel instead of the
dishwashing room
machine with a booster pump
machine with a drain pump
cold water connected machine
automatic control of the ventilation fan
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